Legal Ethics Chapter 1
Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
6. a trial is prevented because a judge dismisses the case
7. legal principles so accepted that they are cited at truisms
9. a litigation discovery device, similar to testifying at trial
11. appellate court right to review the constitutionality of the legislative and executive branches and review decisions of lower courts
12. founding fathers who believed in the need for a powerful, unlimited government
15. a decision of an appellate court that keeps a lower court's decision
17. opposite of affirm
18. judge-made law
19. an act that shows disrespect for the court
20. a bar association whose members must join upon being admitted to the practice of law in a particular jurisdiction
21. a rule of court privately published with research material
23. founding fathers who opposed unlimited power of the federal government

24. a lower court rewriting its opinion in light of a higher court's opinion

DOWN
1. an appellate court sends part of an appeal back to a lower court
2. a panel authorized by the state's highest court to investigate and prosecute lawyer misconduct
3. the official commentary of the rules committed that follows specific rules of court
4. protects those who file grievances from being sued by those whom they have complained
5. exam from the National Conference of Bar Examiners that five states use
8. a complaint filed against an attorney
10. a particular place over which a court has authority
13. sets of rules adopted by the highest appellate court of a jurisdiction and applied to the practice of law
14. allows a successful applicant to be licensed in more than one state (jurisdiction)
16. written statement of declaration under oath